NISSAN PATROL Y61
BRAKE KITS
FITS ALL Y61 MODELS
1997 - PRESENT

FRONT KIT

- AERO6 forged aluminum radial mount front calipers with direct-fit brackets
- Forged aluminum alloy front rotor hat
- Wilwood Spec37 iron vented rotor 14.25” X 1.25” (362mm X 32mm)
- Order part number 140-15525 / -R

REAR KIT

- AERO6 forged aluminum radial mount rear calipers with direct-fit brackets
- Wilwood Spec37 iron vented rotor 14.25” X 1.10” (362mm X 28mm)
- Retains full use of the factory parking brake
- Order part number 140-15597 / -R

+FEATURES

- Rated for vehicles up to 7,000lbs GVWR
- Fits most 18” and larger wheels
- Kits are fully compatible with factory master cylinder and ABS system controls
- Forged aluminum alloy caliper housings with corrosion-resistant hardware
- Long-wearing and quiet front and rear Wilwood BP-20 SmartPads
- Includes front and rear DOT-certified stainless steel hydraulic brake lines
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